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240 lockers
at -1 level

new toilets

lounge

new arrangment of staircase and 
classrooms

new underground stage
for non-classical music.
cap. 300 people
to stretch the definition of 
cultural wealth.
see render 1

outdoor stage

650 lockers at street level
see render 2

new storage space

organic formed 
steps to overcome 
the level difference
see render 6

ramp to overcome 
level difference

new artist foyer

new door from balcony 
to central hub

soundproof sliding door 
from balcony to 
stadsforum

folding doors to create 
smooth transistion between 
stadsforum and central hub.
To take away practical 
thresholds

central object, with bars, 
kitchen, and reception.
see render 4

the stairs to the music room have 
been widened to make them more 
visible from the central hub
see render 3

East entry

space that can be closed off from the 
central hub with folding glass partition. 
Suitable for context programming, such as 
lectures and acoustic music.
To enlarge the cultural wealth.
see render 5

1. the double height classroom  

2. the installation room in the basement

3. the Schouwburgring and the steps form a physical treshold 4. the hidden entry of the Concertzaal

5. outside spaces are dark and unpleasent 5. outside spaces are dark and unpleasent 6. stairs to the Muzentuin, a nice spot to catch some sunlight. 7. the stair tower (with corbusian forms) in the existing patio. See render 8.

1. the double height classroom  3+4. steps to the hidden entry



the existing stairtower is 
opened up to create the 
+1 circulation route

classrooms can be added 
to the central hub with 
folding glass partition

2 extra dressing rooms in 
the former artist foyer

bridge from new exit to 
+1 circulation route

new construction to 
complete the +1 
circulation route

new (extra) exit 
music room

new staircase with 
elevator, to connect all 
floor levels, adapted to 
the grid of the glass roof

the glass roof, which 
turns the patio into an 
atrium. made in a grid of 
2,1 x 1,05 m

roof terrace
see render 10

+1 circulation route

new indoor facade, 
cladded with cork and 
wooden slats, that 
provides a good acoustic

8. many corridor spaces with dead-ends characterize the existing structure. See render 9. 9. the asymmetrical music room, with curved balconies, removable charis, slightly sloped floor, and light art work by Peter Struycken. cap. 800 people.
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01 existing concrete floor
02 existing concrete beam
03 existing insulation
04 Porfido; paving Stadsforum
05 flattened Porfido 
06 wet screedwith floor heating
07 XPS insulation
08 steel door- / windowframe (RAL 7022)
09 steel folding door (RAL 7022)
10 triple glass
11 water-resistant  foil



3150+

3630+

CENTRAL HUB STADS
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08
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08 steel door- / windowframe (RAL 7022)
09 steel folding door (RAL 7022)
10 triple glass
11 water-resistant  foil
12 rail folding doors
13 air flower
14 steel plate
15 PIR insulation
16 coloured glass (RAL 7022)
17 aluminium drip cap (RAL 7022)
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CLASSROOM CENTRAL HUB

13500+
existing roof
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01 existing concrete floor
17 aluminium drip cap (RAL 7022)
18 steel beam 140 x 400 mm
19 HEB 220
20 glazing profile BA-4S
21 tripple glazing 
22 PIR insulation
23 EPDM roofing material
24 insulated partion
25 cork
26 wooden slats
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13960+
φ beam

13625+
φ beam


